Suffering Obsolescence (Part 2):
Are You Fostering a Skill Building Culture?

Since your firm sells professional skill, talent, knowledge, and ability, rather than time
(hopefully), it makes sense that one should probably think of those as valuable firm assets and
have some kind of program to manage and prevent those assets from inevitably becoming
obsolete. The culture you choose to develop can serve to play a critical role in helping everyone
build skills for the future. Practice and industry groups that promote a shared value for
continuous learning being a key ingredient in their overall group strategy, and something that all
partners are willingly investing in, can gain a competitive advantage.
It is trivial to observe that most new learning happens while professionals are engaged in their
various client matters. What is not trivial to point out is that far too many firms (and their
groups) fail to capture and disseminate much of that knowledge, such that it never gets leveraged
and used to the benefit of outperforming competitors. One advantages that should accrue to any
well managed group, is the value that each professional can bring to clients as a result of the
accumulated knowledge, wisdom, systems, methodologies, and experiences of the colleagues on
their teams.
You should be identifying how your combination of personal assets (skills, strengths,
competencies) and aspirations (dreams, values, interests) can create a unique and valued
offering.
As a leader, you need to instill a passion and curiosity within each partner to identify a specific
skill or special interest, identify what they do not know, and what is new out there that addresses
some particular pain-point that more client may soon need to solve. Then, at least once every
month, have each partner pull out the list of client work and assignments that they have been
working on and examine each. Allow time for each member to make a brief presentation.
Because everyone knows this is coming, each is subtly forced to reflect on his or her experiences

and is more likely to convert the knowledge gained from those experiences into a shared
resource. Invite discussion, ask questions, provide critical feedback and examine how and
whether the activities described benefit others in the group.
Start by asking of each partner, in turn, to please identify and explain to the group any particular
client matter that:
• exposed you to an entirely new type of client / industry / geography / transaction?
(e.g. involves work undertaken on behalf of an “unusual” client as defined by the nature of this
client’s business, geography or matter size.)
• allowed you to successfully deal with a relatively unique client problem?
(the particular client matter that you were handling was completely novel and involved you
having to take an unprecedented approach to resolving the client’s issue)
• allowed you to develop new knowledge or refine a skill that you can now market to other
clients?
(e.g. your team was asked to close a transaction in a compressed period of time, and with that
deal you developed a methodology to dramatically speed up the due diligence process.)
• provoked you to document some new checklist, tool, template or process?
(e.g. where some client work was becoming somewhat repetitive, you developed a diagnostic
checklist to streamline the process and make it more cost efficient.)
• introduced you to an important new market niche?
(e.g. you did some work with one of your manufacturing clients that exposed you to the cuttingedge designs that they were doing in 3D printing and some challenges that they were facing.)
• allowed you to work at a more senior C-level within the client’s organization?
(e.g. your work with the client culminated in their asking you to do a formal presentation for
their entire executive committee on what was learned from this particular litigation matter and
how it could be avoided in the future.)
• exposed you to previously unexplored areas within the client’s organization?
(e.g. your work with your in-house legal contact introduced you to the executives within the
company’s Risk Assessment Department and some of the new issues that the entire industry was
having to address.)
• exposed you to technology being used that could be emulated within your firm?
(e.g. your legal department client had AI-driven internal knowledge-sharing programs and a
virtual-reality system to promote collaborative internal experiences.)
• allowed you to conduct some research or identify some new industry trends?
(e.g. your work with the client involved you in conducting some research with other industry
players / regulatory authorities, etc. and identify findings that proffer new trends impacting the
industry.)

• provided some insight that can allow you to build your professional thought leadership?
(e.g. your work with a client exposed you to fresh knowledge that could be leveraged into an
important article and/or seminar presentation on a subject that was both valuable and innovative.)
• enabled you to collaborate with some other multi-discipline specialist to provide a total
business solution?
(e.g. your work with a client had you working hand-in-hand with a specialist in predictive
analytics such that you learned how the combination of your two disciplines delivered enhanced
value for the client.)
Simply sharing the knowledge and experiences acquired while working with clients can be a
powerful influence on our learning. It often forces us to relive and re-examine the entire
situation and better understand what actually transpired as we were engaged in helping our client
deal with their issue. We build confidence in what we accomplished, how we did it, which
furthers our perception of what we learned from the experience. And our colleagues may often
raise insightful questions than can then shift how we might approach these same client situations
in the future.
“Before you are a leader, success is all about growing yourself.
When you become a leader, success is all about growing others.”
– Jack Welch, former CEO of General Electric 1981-2001.
Skill development comes in little bits and we need to capture those little bits, especially where
some experience might portend an entirely new area of possibility, lucrative micro-niche or
emerging practice opportunity. If it might help, encourage one member of your group who has
the appropriate interest to serve as your team’s curator of knowledge (heard first-hand about how
this worked well at Skadden). Consider assigning some duties to a support staff person who
could help coordinate and assist your team in capturing and disseminating the experiences
reported at the meetings.
Being a non-billable activity, skill building can become infinitely postponed, such that any time
devoted to capturing and sharing knowledge becomes a “backburner” priority. Therefore, it is
important to remember that, in these increasingly competitive times, the issue of continually
building marketable skills requires a longer-term focus. Small bites are better than no bites at all.
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